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"The credit card industry is a well-established one, and a
handful of top players dominate the industry – in terms of
both market share and assets. The majority of consumers

already own a credit card, and most who use them
frequently own several."

- Chris Shadle, Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• In a saturated market, consumers are polarized
• Simplicity is key, cash back is favored
• Indicators point to potential troubles ahead

Competition for new customers is fierce, and is driven in large part by new young consumers. Rewards
provide both the allure and differentiation in a consumer’s choice of card, but issuers must also combat
a lack of motivation to apply as well as a reticence to take on more debt.
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Consumers aren’t paying off balances, and their debt is causing them stress
Figure 14: Paying credit card balance in full, by race & ethnicity, May 2019
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Figure 15: Apple Card announcement, March 2019
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Figure 19: Number of credit cards used in past 3 months, May 2019

Consumers are using their cards a lot; Gen Z only exception
Figure 20: Credit card use in past 30 days, May 2019

Who doesn’t have a credit card?
Figure 21: Consumers without a credit card, by area, race & ethnicity, and generation, May 2019

Cash(back) is king
Figure 22: Type of credit card rewards earned, May 2019

Multiple-card users follow predictable hierarchy: Cash > Points > Miles
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Figure 23: Type of credit card rewards earned, by number of cards used in past 3 months, May 2019

Cash & Points are most popular combo; store cards lure Gen Z and Millennials
Figure 24: Most popular rewards combinations among consumers with 2+ Credit cards, May 2019

When redeeming, cash wins out (even among travel cardholders)
Figure 25: Most popular rewards redemption method, May 2019

Consumers aren’t highly motivated, but cash and lack of fees are the most enticing
Figure 26: Motivating factors to apply for a credit card, May 2019

Balance transfers and credit building cards have youth appeal
Figure 27: Motivating factors to apply for a credit card, by age, May 2019

Young consumers more likely to game system, to be gamed by it
Figure 28: Credit card rewards redemption and expiry trends, by age, May 2019

Carrying a credit card balance is quite common
Figure 29: Paying credit card balance in full, by race & ethnicity, May 2019

Parents tend to game the system a bit more
Figure 30: General credit card behaviors, by parental status, May 2019

Consumers are willing to pay, and looks matter
Figure 31: Attitudes toward physical card, and card rewards, by age, may 2019

Touting security benefits could drive mobile wallet adoption
Figure 32: Attitudes toward credit card security and mobile wallet use, May 2019
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